What Do We Stand For?

You don’t want to work hard to know me
You’d rather just perceive

Mold me into your mirage

I can change for you, bend, pretend
I have

I am giving you a key
That will rust

Bronze to green

And I will continue to be

Exactly what it is you want to see
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Language, to most, is fact. There is a right and wrong way to approach it. Rules are set in place, and if you don’t follow
them you have not met the standard. Language is man-made. Its purpose, ultimately, is to express how we feel or think
on the inside and translate those sentiments or ideas in a way that makes sense to others, to be understood. In sixth
grade I created my own language. It was an assignment: Generate your own civilization, laws, and native tongue. Write a
constitution in your dialect that express the needs and priorities of your nation. This language stuck with me.
In this place, there were no rules, no expectations. For the first time, I could be me, fully. I could feel safe to be gay. Safe
to be female. Safe to be intelligent. (Even if I didn’t feel I was these things all the time.) I was finally free to be one hundred percent myself. This language, this world I created for myself, was just as real to me, if not more real, than the one
we learned in school. This language has stuck with me over all these years and I have felt the pull to incorporate it into
my thesis work. Through doing so, I’m giving the viewer a peek into my safe space. I am providing the tools necessary to
really understand me, making myself vulnerable, trying to connect.

Self Portrait

Performative Identity and Interpretative Community
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- Judith Butler

In his lecture “Queer Theory and Gender Performativity”, Yale Literature Professor Paul Fry, touches on Judith Butler’s proposition that gender, sexuality, and
sense of self is performed and must continue to be performed to maintain identity. He compares this with Michel Foucault’s theory that identity exists within
discourse, and without discourse identity becomes moot.
Our persona changes depending on who we are interacting with. Who is to say which version is the closest to who we really are? Is the person we see ourselves as any more real than the one we show our family, our closest friends? If our behavior changes does our perception of self shift over time? Butler believes
we all just are, and our actions, then, dictate our identifiers. We have to act on homosexuality to continue being a homosexual just as much as we need to act on
heterosexuality to continue being a heterosexual because sexuality is a constructed idea that we’ve projected onto society. Identity is something I myself have
really struggled with, because like Judith Butler iterates, if we change our behavior we are perceived in completely different ways and perhaps even become entirely different things. For many years I identified as a lesbian. Not only did I identify as a lesbian, the world also placed me into that category. It was comfortable,
after many years of struggling with my sexuality this felt like the closest fit. I knew, that if I had to put an exact label on my identity I identified as pansexual and
homoromantic. I find many beings attractive however I tend to connect only with women. To be taken seriously in the queer community, and to not be perceived
as ‘bisexual’ a label which did not resonate with me, I chose the title ‘lesbian’. I was exclusively performing homosexuality for the last 10 years of my life, so that is
what I was. It didn’t matter that the way I felt was slightly more intricate than ‘lesbian’ because I wasn’t acting on that part of myself, it was close enough.
This last year I fell in love with a man. I was no longer performing homosexuality. This time, even though the label didn’t fit me perfectly, in a similar way my
last title wasn’t absolute, I was far less comfortable with this perceived reality. I was performing heterosexuality; therefore, I was being discerned as straight. This
felt very untrue. I still saw myself as someone who was queer, but the world saw me, and continues to see me, as something I am not. In addition, I now feel guilty
for the privilege I’ve suddenly acquired that I never had access to before. I can safely walk places holding the hand of my partner without being harassed, I can have
children naturally without the intervention of extremely expensive and intrusive medical procedures, I can marry the person I love in any location I so choose, and
I can generally exist in this world without having to offer up my intimate sexual preferences to any stranger who is curious. I am still gay. I am not performing ‘gayness’ but I still am. In this way our labels are extremely problematic, we are performing identity, and the rights of one person can so greatly differ based on how
they perform.

Another argument is Levi-Strauss’ proposed theory of the ‘raw’ vs ‘cooked’ carrot. Which comes first, he poses, the raw or the cooked carrot? Most people would say
raw, obviously, one cannot have the cooked without the raw. However, it could be argued, why would one commodify the carrot as being raw without having experienced the carrot cooked? A carrot is merely a carrot until it is consumed in different ways. The identifying label is only applicable if there is more than one entity.
A person is only a person until we (society) and they (sense of self) project other ideas of what it means to be different upon us. Butler proposes that we need to
stop acting as if heterosexuality came first. There could be no heterosexuality without homosexuality so both states exist because of the other equally. Therefore
both labels are equally as valid.
All of these ideas referencing ontology are interesting to me because many of our issues are based on what ‘we are’ or what ‘we are not’ and really these
ideas are all constructed realities that constantly fluctuate. We use gender, sexuality, status, and race to oppress those around us and those categories mean something different to everyone who interacts with them. If Foucault is true in saying that discourse is necessary in defining our identity all of a sudden the words we
choose become extremely important. The etymology, context, sentence structure of any given word can completely sway and change the way we want to be perceived. We see this often in a work environment, women being identified as bossy when they speak with authority while men are perceived as confident for the
same language. We see people trying to communicate who they are, in both the queer community and the trans community but often it falls upon deaf ears. How
many times do I have to reiterate that I am something before society believes it’s true? We, as a society, have created so many ways to be able to communicate
with each other yet we still don’t listen. I love dissecting language because when someone has to work to see what something means, often the added time thinking about it creates a greater impact than simply being fed the words we want someone to hear. Some people will always see me as straight, no matter what I verbalize as true, some people will always percieve me as gay, neither of these things are accurate. I am just Laura, intricate and complex like everyone existing beside
me.

UnSex Me Here
Aurora Mattia
from The Fifth Wound (2020)

Cabinet of Curiousties
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White, sterile, pristine, innocent, chaste, clean, untouched, ethereal, pure. Laying at my feet. Outside it is raining. The city
is not white, and nor am I. Pinks and yellows surround my swollen eyes, a trail of blood drips from my lip as I bite down,
hard, on my tongue. Dirty, hairy, loose, tainted, colorful, vast, dogmatic, loud, nasty little old me. Our eyes meet, for a beat
too long, longer than he had anticipated. “Here, you wouldn’t want to soil your shoes.” Behind the altruism in his eyes, a
glimpse of something else. What is it? Naivete? No, darker...conviction. You will step here. To direct my path, control my
direction, write my story for me. This step will, of course, spread past the trajectory in front of him. If I diverge, muddy as
I may be, the spaces I occupy will be soiled as well. My mess will spread, like a disease, contagious. Through the darkness I
will illuminate, every body, every age, every race. I won’t occupy the spaces reserved for me; I don’t care where I belong. I
welcome the soot. I nod at him, “Thank you,” and step down hard. Hard enough to soak through this virtuous bullshit.
Every step after diverging from his original plan. I am not white, nor are you, and nor is this city. We are expansive, we are
luminous, we are one.
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Mens formalwear dipped in white paint, plaster, modgepodge, nails, t-pins, pen, paper
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Much of my work during my thesis semester serves as an act of rebellion. Throughout my life, I have been put in precarious
situations by men. As someone who identifies as queer and female I am always being dissected on my performance. Whether it be my performance for the institution, the workforce, or in social situations. My execution determines my worth, how
I comply directly correlates to my success. Being put in uncomfortable situations becomes “normal; standard”. These pieces
were a way for me to actively take back my power. I suffocated textiles traditionally worn by men with privilege. Drowned
them in plaster, soaked them in paint, until the color was drained from their skin and they were made stiff, frozen in time. As
they laid rigid I nailed them to the wall, wrote a brief dissertation of what each piece meant to me and left them to be
studied, vulnerable to anatomize.

As the Medium Changes the Acts of Reistance Persist

Footwear /’footwer/ noun

Refers to garments worn on the feet, which typically serves the purpose of protection against adversities of the environment such as ground,
textures, and temperature. Footwear, in the manner of shoes, therefore primarily serves the purpose to ease locomotion and prevent injuries.

REPRESENTATION WITHIN FOOTWEAR

How footwear is an extension of self representation
Philenthropic/Environmental Representation

-Space Hippies Nike-One athlete’s trash is another’s treasure. Space Hippie’s Flyknit yarn is made from 85-90% recycled content, including plastic bottles, t-shirts andpost-industrial scraps. Space Hippie is an exploratory footwear
collection inspired by life on Mars—where materials are scarce and there is no resupply mission. Created from scraps, or “space junk,” Space Hippie is the result of sustainable practices meeting radical design.
Nike.com. “Space Hippie.” Accessed November 15, 2021. https://www.nike.com/space-hippie.

Identity

-NiK Kacy ProudAF Low-Top Sneakers- NiK Kacy’s goal was to combine their love of fashion with the style and functionality of a sneaker via comfortable rubber soles for casual, everyday activewear. In their journey in designing
their first low-tops, NiK wanted to celebrate their own Pride as a transgender individual, as well as, inspire others to walk their way. NiK hopes people everywhere will proudly wear this design and show the world that Trans Is
Beautiful. Supporting and standing with Trans and ender non-conforming communities as allies is paramount in fighting against transphobia and hate.
NiK Kacy. “NiK Kacy ProudAF Low-Top Sneakers.” Accessed November 15, 2021. https://www.nikkacy.com/products/nik-kacy-proudaf-low-top-sneakers.
-Nike Air Max “City Special” Pack- The first of the trio is the Air Max 90 “Chicago,” which pays homage to the Bulls’ hometown. Constructed in a mix of smooth leather and sleek textures, the special edition shoe features exclusive ‘CHI’ tags and insoles. The pair sticks to a red color scheme throughout, perfectly representing the city’s basketball team, though orange accents may also pay homage to the signage of the iconic Chicago Theatre. The Air
Max 95 “NYC” takes inspiration from the classic New York City yellow taxi. Constructed in a mix of mesh and leather, the iconic yellow shade fills the entire upper. Special edition “NYC” tags can be found on the lateral heel as
well as on the branded insole. Black detailing throughout and a black rubber outsole complete the entire look, resembling taxi tires. Last but not least, we have the Air Max 97 “Los Angeles,” which takes inspiration from LA’s
sunny weather with an eye-catching orange shade all over. The shoe features black detailing throughout as well as the classic AM97 3M reflective detail. Resembling the other two pairs in the pack, special edition “LA” tags can
be found on the lateral as well as the branded insole. A solid orange rubber outsole completes the shoe.
Liu, Lucy. “Nike Air Max ‘City Special’ Pack Honors Chicago, NYC, and LA,” February 5, 2021. https://www.modern-notoriety.com/nike-air-max-city-special-chicago-new-york-los-angeles-release-date/.
-Pharrell’s Hu collections: There are plenty of reasons to buy a sneaker in 2018. Shoes can make a wardrobe evolve—and if they don’t, you can flip them for twice what you paid. But Pharrell wants to add some more reasons to
the list: inspiring positive change and celebrating “unity, equality, humanity, and color,” as he puts it. Pharrell’s Hu collections have taken inspiration from MHA Nation, a small collection of Native American tribes in North Dakota, and the Hindu festival Holi. For this collection, Pharrell looked toward East Africa, “where running is deeply ingrained in the culture,” according to a press release about the collection. Naturally, then, these are running shoes,
saturated with irresistible colors: lemon yellow, cherry red, a pink inspired by a sleeve of Starbursts, an artificially vibrant teal, a shade of purple found on Fanta cans. Words like “EMPOWER,” “INSPIRE,” “MOTHERLAND,” plus the
Swahili words “MIELE” (forever) and “MBELE” (forward), run down the upper, written out in a mix of letters and numbers inspired by the bibs professional runners wear. Pharrell also markets these shoes to empower women,
showing ads with women wearing his shoes who are pregnant, breastfeeding, and with their children.
“Pharrell Williams Features Pregnant and Nursing Moms in New Adidas Ads.” Accessed November 15, 2021. https://www.thebump.com/news/pharrell-williams-adidas-her-time-campaign.
“Pharrell Williams Hopes His New Shoes Inspire You | GQ.” Accessed November 15, 2021. https://www.gq.com/story/pharrell-adidas-hu-east-africa.

Protest

-The Nike Air Force 1 x Colin Kaepernick-December 21, 2019 - The Nike Air Force 1 x Colin Kaepernick is inspired by the voice of the athlete and his True to 7 storytelling. The luxe black leather upper is accented by a reflective
Swoosh and other high-touch accents in white and black. The shoe also incorporates a series of graphics including a portrait of Kaepernick embroidered on the heel tab, his personal logo on the tongue, a patterned sock liner
and a number seven hang tag.
Nike News. “The Nike Air Force 1 x Colin Kaepernick.” Accessed November 15, 2021. https://news.nike.com/news/nike-air-force-1-x-colin-kaepernick.
-The Custom Movement- Our mission at The Custom Movement is to empower independent artists around the world to expand their creativity and make a living through their art and passions. Today, we’re proud to support
thousands of artists around the world - a small step in our journey to support the next generation of creatives and make the world a more creative place. Shop “black lives matter shoes” search results for the very best in custom
shoes and sneakers by independent artists. This website gives artists the platform to make a stand on what they belive is right, there is a hole series of shoes surrounding the Black LIves Matter movemnt and it allows these
sneakers to be accessible to anyone who wants to represent this message worldwide.
THE CUSTOM MOVEMENT. “Mission.” Accessed November 15, 2021. https://www.thecustommovement.com/mission.
-New Balance Covid Masks-New Balance(MASSACHUSETTS) — The American-made company New Balance may have earned itself lots of brand-new customers when this COVID-19 pandemic is over, based on the reaction to a
tweet noting it has started making masks for first responders. “Made shoes yesterday, making masks today” declares the tweet, accompanied by a photo of a sturdy-looking face mask, with what looks like shoelace-inspired
straps. The tweet pointed users to a statement on the company’s website, which explained, “The global COVID-19 health crisis has called on individuals and organizations to bring their expertise and resources to solve new and
extraordinary challenges. New Balance has engaged a portion of its skilled and innovative U.S. manufacturing workforce to develop face masks to address the significant demand for these supplies.”The sneaker company explained they’re producing prototypes at its Lawrence, MA manufacturing facility, and “hope to scale production using our other New England factories soon,” in coordination with local and government officials. New blance did
alot of marketing around what they stand for politically and what wearing their brand means you too hold as your own values.

Status

-AIR JORDAN SILVER SHOES – $60,000, Since it was first launched, this sleek-looking pair of Air Jordans has been the envy of shoe enthusiasts across the world. They are a sight to behold, and have been signed by the legend
Michael Jordan himself. The best part about these shoes is that they are quite comfortable to wear, which is not something that can be said for a lot of the shoes featured in this list. The silver detailing featured on these Air Jordans is a work of art, making it the most expensive basketball shoes. This line of shoes has become so popular that they are now synonymous with the Nike brand itself throughout the world. If you consider yourself the biggest
Michael Jordan fan, and want to own a pair, you must be ready to pay $60,000. Read more at: https://www.beautifullife.info/fashion-design/top-20-expensive-shoes-worlds/
-MOON STAR SHOES BY ANTONIO VIETRI–$19.9 MILLION, Worth almost $20 million, this pair of heels has been crafted with solid gold, 30 carats of diamond, and meteorite from 1576. Yes, that stuff from outer space. It debuted in
Dubai as part of MIDE Fashion Week. These pumps are a statement-piece modeled after the Burj Khalifa. The solid gold heels are shaped like the skyscraper while the vamp is studded with diamonds. Antonio Vietri is infamous
for designing the world’s first 24k gold shoes in 2017 which were priced at a hefty $32,000. These were delivered to buyers via helicopters.
Beautiful Life | web design, industrial design, art works, interior design, graphic design and more. “Top 22 Most Expensive Shoes in the World 2021,” January 8, 2020. https://www.beautifullife.info/fashion-design/top-20-expensive-shoes-worlds/.
-Christian Louboutin: The science behind the red bottom shoes, how it made it’s way in\to pop culture via music, tv shows, how seeing a red bottom immediatelu implys something about your success and place in society
Fleming, Brianne. “The Secret Science Behind Red Bottom Shoes - Brianne Fleming.” Brianne Fleming - Brand & Content Marketing with a Pop Culture Twist (blog), October 30, 2019. https://briannefleming.com/the-secret-sciencebehind-red-bottom-shoes/.

Legacy Russell, in Glitch feminism, defines a glitch as a form of refusal, of
non-performance. It’s an error, a mistake, a failure to function.
Footwear is a language, often used to speak about representation and identity. If
you are wearing Air Max “City Special’s” you are proud of where you come from,
Space Hippies show a care for the environment, NoBulls indicate an inclination
toward heavy lifting, while Sk8 Hi’s suggest a proficiency in the skate park. I make
shoes that are about refusal. You have to work to access the messages strewn
across my knits. Everything I’ve made is my glitch.
In Edouard Glissant’s “Poetics of Relation” he dissects the ideas surrounding
opacity. He states that in Western society we operate with “the requirement
of transparency.” We are expected to be completely open and forthcoming and
that equates to honesty. For those of us who are marginalized, this type of transparency is often dangerous. Transparency gives those in positions of power the
knowledge to pass judgement on where you can fit into the fold of society. Opacity on the other hand protects us, some things aren’t for everyone and should be
kept sacred.
These shoes are my glitch. I want to be known, I want to be understood, I want to
feel connected. I also want to hold safe and respect the parts of myself that aren’t meant for anyone but me. Navigating that intersection is difficult but I think
I was able to achieve it through my footwear. I don’t expect everyone to take the
time to understand the messages I put into my shoes, but I hope the people who
love me and are closest to me will.

Disect This

Textile Process For Uppers
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Stoll samples, elastic, monofilament, nylon, cotton, wool

F/7@-

These series of samples, off the industrial stoll machine, are what I used to
conceptualize the uppers for my footwear. First I created prints, each one woven with theory and personal narratives about who I am and what I believe in.
Through these collages I was able to create pattern and establish a color story.
Once I programmed the narratives into my fabrics I was able to experiment
with material. Mixing different fibers to get my intended results in the sneaker
upper. The most effective end result was done on the large gauge machine,
doubling up on Yeoman elastic. However these various samples are what
came from the testing process and yielded to some very beautiful effects that
informed my work.

Low Tops

Woven with Judith Butler, Michel Foucault, and Edouard Glissant
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330 stoll/double bed, yeoman elastic, Lisa Sorrell cup soles
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In the first low top iteration of my sneakers I wanted to reflect how I imagine
I’m perceived when I first meet people. Bright and exciting colors, with hints
of darkness keep my most private thoughts safe. At first glance these sneakers
look approachable, fun. If you look more closely you’ll start to notice the queer
theory and commentary on systemic racism strewn into the cup soles. After
spending even more time with them you may start to decipher language in
the uppers, taken from my journals and diaries. Nearly impossible to make out,
without asking, without taking the time. Everything is shown on the surface,
but it’s just quirky enough to add interest. If you don’t take the time the
darkness is almost enjoyable, a nice twist, to a beautiful well crafted sneaker.

Mid Calf

A bridge from the first impression to the dissection
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330 stoll/double bed, yeoman elastic, Lisa Sorrell cup soles

F/7@-

The textiles on the upper of the mid calf boot start to become more
decipherable, less abstracted. You can begin to take the time to decode, to
understand. This is the mid-way of getting to know someone, a new friend. You
care enough to ask questions, to start to understand the intricacies of who
someone is. Maybe not as bright, not as inviting, but just as beautiful in its own
complex ways. Still, moments of opacity are placed throughout the upper, to
conceal and reveal the messages in the fabric. Trust comes gradually, the
process is slow but worthwhile.

Boots

What Do We Stand For?

//mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=918e104b52&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-f:1734365653288055471&th=1811b45f62df72af&view=fimg&disp=thd&attbid=ANGjdJ9Vvcw-wXW6RNLgLKv0kcsefhVaWEKtrlKkvZkZPR6TDIpsPMJkJ9HoE5g78KZdYz6A
q5wy4M0AgggDRjNrMLShkk7qWOk_gXeN0-vYd5WtjyuPg6E&ats=2524608000000&sz=w5760-h2996 https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=918e104b52&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-f:1734365653288055471&th=1811b45f62df72af&view=fimg&disp
bid=ANGjdJ9Vvcw-wXW6RNLgLKv0kcsefhVaWEKtrlKkvZkZPR6TDIpsPMJkJ9HoE5g78KZdYz6A7IMjiXmiq5wy4M0AgggDRjNrMLShkk7qWOk_gXeN0-vYd5WtjyuPg6E&ats=2524608000000&sz=w5760-h2996 https://mail.google.com/
u/0?ui=2&ik=918e104b52&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-f:1734365922230447865&th=1811b49e0116aef9&view=fimg&disp=thd&attbid=ANGjdJ-nCEl80tkwb5PnYdV6HPhM9flAPMnzspWMfP7AoqCqfyoBkglihopK40_yzpHhcNWIuxNVacEufB1MAUgjII
ISxwUeD_BbEnEAtkcQm6EAhOZYgZzo&ats=2524608000000&sz=w5760-h2996
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Collaboration with Charlie Vidal
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Rhino, silicone, urethane rubber (oomoo)

F/7@-

Controlling every aspect of what this shoe expresses was extremely important
to me. That meant not only designing the textiles for the upper but also being
intentional about the message being spread as someone moves through the
world. As we walk through the elements the message on the bottom of the
outsole is spread, sometimes in spaces where it isn’t expected or shouldn’t
belong.
In every iteration of the molding process we lose a little clarity on the intricacies and details designed into the original model of the outsole. The same
thing happens in the uppers, when we move from prints into knits. The farther
we get from someone’s core, the less obvious their identity becomes. We need
to take the time to listen, to learn. The clues are there, we can’t assume we
know what lies beneath from what we perceive on the surface. The more time
we take with someone, the more clearly we will be able to see them for who
they are at their core.
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Rhino, silicone, urethane rubber (oomoo), elastic

F/7@-

This version of the boot takes up the most space. It’s dark with moments of
brightness, the language in the fabric is the most personal and the easiest to
decipher if given the effort. The outsole reiterates themes from the upper
and the key is worked into the vamp, ready for use. This version of the shoe is
the one I want people to spend the most time with. Once you become close
to someone all the information you need is fairly accessible, though not easy,
given the time and energy the pieces can be put together. Do we want to? Or
are we happy with just a beautiful boot? Appreciating it for its clean lines, unusual script, assertive color story. Maybe this shoe will never be understood. At
the beginning of this project I thought, “How lonely. To be surrounded by false
affirmation with no one truly understanding.” I’ve come to accept that most
of the time, that is ok. Through this process I’ve really grown to learn myself. I
think that may be enough.

Alternate Introduction

It is interesting what our memories hold on to over time. I remember, quite vividly, my sixth-grade civics class. I remember we watched a video on what would
happen if we threw our gum away without wrapping paper around it first, a quite traumatizing video that included a bird biting off its own leg to survive. I recall
being enamored by my first crush, giving them resources for research projects in hopes they would notice me. My most lucid memory is of our final project for
that class. We were to create our own civilization, in which we would develop a language, laws, and economy. Furthermore, we were responsible for writing a constitution that expressed our values and culture as a society. This constitution was to be written in our given alphabet and would be graded on arbitrary words the
teacher selected. This was to ensure the validity of the implementation of our language into our final projects. My constitution was a black scroll, composed of ten
pages of typed rules and regulations that had been transposed into silver sharpie to give my document, what I believed to be, the epitome of a finished and polished look. Do I remember what I wrote? Absolutely not. Do I remember how I ran my government? Also no. I do, however, know that this language stuck with me
long after Mr. Navarro’s sixth grade civics class.
My language was a dissection of how the alphabet is formed now. It was me. The letters were taken apart and put back together in a way that was the same,
but different. If you knew the system the alphabet made sense, really anyone could read what I had written if they adjusted their brains to this new structure. I
carried this language into high school, passing notes with my friends. Teaching a select few the secrets of my fabricated reality. When teachers found the notes,
and tried to read them aloud, they couldn’t. It was merely scribbles. I wrote secret messages to my then high school love interest, before they acknowledged me as
more than a friend. Little did I know that they too shared a similar brain, and could dissect what I wrote in the margins of our meaningless notes hidden in our textbooks that we passed back and forth throughout the day. This is the first time I met someone that I didn’t need to explain my world to. Others did exist, saw things
the way I do, pulled apart and put back together.
My language made its way into my work. Large paintings where I would scribble messages into the primer. When I became more brave, I incorporated the
words in pen, following the strokes of my brush*. I would be as vulnerable as I wanted, knowing that no one could know my innermost feelings and thoughts unless
they took the time to. If they wanted to know me, they could, but most just acknowledged it for a moment and moved on.
This language, the world I created, was and is very real to me. It is where I am able to be my most authentic self. Where I can be completely and thoroughly understood. I do recognize however, that this world is a constructed reality. It is not real to anyone who doesn’t choose to be a part of it and the circle of people who
live here with me is incredibly small. I live in a larger constructed reality. One that has its own set of rules and regulations. One in which I must meet, if not excel, in
the standards thrust upon the body I have been born into. I have to speak a certain way to be understood. If I disagree with a person that has been assigned greater authority given their body parts, color, and time here on earth, I have to adjust the way I articulate my thoughts. There is still a chance I can be understood. If I
choose my language carefully, construct it in a way that seems non-threatening and almost inquisitive. This world judges the way I express myself. To survive I must
dress, speak, and behave to meet someone else’s caliber of who I should be, that the collective whole seems to have accepted a very long time ago. What is reality?
“The world or state of things as they actually exist.” (Oxford Languages) What does that mean, “as they actually exist”? We live in a broken system and comply with
those realities daily; my thesis is an attempt to bring these perceived truths to light. We can live in any verity we choose for ourselves. We just need to break the
bonds that tie us to the fragmented one that was chosen for us before we had a chance to use our voice.

*
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